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INTRODUCTION

Parking is becoming more
difficult

MAJOR CITIES ARE
BECOME MORE CONGESTED
SO...

Increased frustration and
road rage

WHICH LEADS TO...

More people are driving

FEWER PEOPLE ARE
USING PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION DUE TO
COVID SO... 





WHY AN INSTAGRAM
CAMPAIGN?

500M+ Daily
users

worldwide1



EXCERPTS FROM
THE SURVEY
EXCERPTS FROM
THE SURVEY



USER TESTING
QUESTIONS



When I first thought of the idea for the parking app, I knew I wanted to create a simple yet visually
appealing promotion. I know from experience that people do not want to read a long ad and basically
want to get the gist of what the product is before signing up. I was going to do a poster with all the
benefits of the parking app, such as user accessibility and making the search for parking significantly
easier. However, after reflecting on how I view ads, I realized a simple Instagram post would be the best
option. I researched examples of successful Instagram campaigns by companies such as Adidas and
realized the campaign was straightforward and included a captivating visual. Many other campaigns
included little to no writing on the actual post (the description was in the caption). My prototype would
be perfect for the parking app because it has a picture to writing ratio of 3:1; my goal was to attract
people’s attention and give them an idea of what the app is about. To draw attention to the ad, I used
one photo of two dogs in a car. The reason for this is because Google and Subaru have used dogs in
their TV ads and my family and I always stopped to watch them. This relates to the ”feel-good” factor of
a designed product, as outlined in desirability testing.  The second picture is of an iPhone to
demonstrate that this is in fact an app, and the third is a sea view from a car. I chose the last photo
specifically because I wanted to visually show that a user can spend less time finding parking and more
time enjoying other things in life.

Q1. The problem and the solution
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I tested with 15 users, all of whom were friends and family, using Google Forms. I sent out a couple
group texts and multiple individual DMs and got great participation. The reason I stopped at 15 users
was because I wanted to find the maximum number of usability problems. Since I was only doing one
test, I didn’t have to split up the 15 participants into 3 groups of 5.  I took advice from the handout on
how to get actionable feedback and included one short answer question. (I asked which city they lived
in).   I also factored in Donna Patton’s advice to select representative users from a segment of the
population, so we can learn more about them and build better products.  14/15 lived in major cities like
Vancouver and Portland; only one user lived in a smaller suburb of London. I wanted to ask this
question because my goal would be to launch the app in major cities. In addition to getting feedback
on the prototype,  I also asked questions relating to the idea behind the prototype, like ”How frequently
do you drive?” and ”On a scale of 1-10, how frustrated do you get while looking for parking?” I was able
to confirm the testers were representative of the authentic end-users. They all drive at least 3 times a
week and 12/15 feel at least 50% frustrated while looking for parking. I know that there is interest in a
service that makes parking easier. I wanted to gage interest over the idea of using an app to reserve
parking, which is why I asked if participants use the PaybyPhone app to pay for parking and if they use
Uber. The results were 80% and 85% yes, respectively. This re-assures me that there is a level of
comfort in using apps related to transportation.
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Q2. Who did you test with and how did you connect with them?



100% of users responded positively to the photos on the prototype but only 80% responded positively
to the caption. Some felt it was too vague, so if I were to create a second prototype, I would consider
modifying the first step to a call to action such as ”Open App.” or ”Sign up.” In addition to understanding
how comfortable participants were using apps, I wanted to really understand for what purpose they
drove. 11/15 drove mainly for work and errands, which led me to conclude that they would likely want
to save time finding parking. If I were to do a second round of testing, I would ask more detailed
questions such as ”Does your workplace provide parking?” so I would be able to analyze when they
would most likely use the app. I think this would be a good opportunity for me to create a second
prototype that is perhaps a video, so I can include clips of people going to work and running errands in
order to relate to participants. All in all, I found the theme was that participants already use apps in
their everyday life and generally feel frustrated while looking for parking. Along with the positive
response to the photos and colours, I think people would be interested in making their lives easier by
being able to book parking.

Q3: Summary of all user responses



CONCLUSION

THE AIM OF THE
PROTOTYPE WAS TO USE
SIMPLICITY AND COLOUR
TO ATTRACT VIEWERS.

Add one more step into the
description
Test out a video instead of
photos

GIVEN THE RESULTS OF
THE SURVEY I WOULD DO
THE FOLLOWING FOR THE
SECOND PROTOTYPE:

THE QUESTIONS I ASKED
IN THE SURVEY GAVE ME
SOME BACKGROUND ON
PEOPLE’S DRIVING
HABITS.
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